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Welcome to the Fall 2018 edition of the Strategic

Human Capital Interest Group (SHCIG) newsletter! As

I come to the end of my three-year term in the IG

leadership, I am grateful for the opportunity to share

some “thoughts from the Chair,” in what seems now

to have become an established tradition in our Fall IG

newsletter. First, however, I want to highlight the

important information in this newsletter about the

upcoming annual conference in Paris.

As you’ll see, our Program Chair Rebecca Kehoe

has put together a terrific program … which was no

mean feat this year! As Becca describes, we had 71

submissions for the scholarly program, which is a

remarkable increase over the 40 we received for last

year’s conference. And while this jump in submissions

necessarily drove down the acceptance rate relative

to prior years, the program Becca organized features

34 papers, which is up from last year’s 28. Of course,

we could not have managed an increase of more than

75% in submissions without the hard work of all our

reviewers, whom you will see listed on p. 3. So we all

owe Becca and the reviewing team a debt of gratitude

for the work they did to assemble a program that will

make Paris a thought-proving and enriching

conference. Thank you all!

Hopefully you will be able to make it to Paris in

time for our pre-conference program. Associate

Program Chair David (DK) Kryscynski (with John

Mawdsley and Dana Minbaeva) has organized an

innovative Saturday workshop for doctoral students to

advance their research on strategic human capital and

a slate of Sunday sessions that promises to be

exceptionally engaging (more on that below). And of

course, in what has happily become another

established IG tradition, we will gather on Saturday

evening for our IG Social so that we can catch-up with

old friends and make new connections. Please join me

in thanking DK for organizing two days of additional

programming to make our time together in Paris even

more memorable.

Over my three years in the

IG leadership, I have had

the opportunity to reflect

on where we are as a

community of scholars. I

often come back to the

2008 Academy of

Management conference,

where I presented an early

version of what would

become the 2011 article

that Rob Ployhart and

I wrote on multilevel human capital emergence. In

that presentation, I invoked John Godfrey Saxe’s

poem “The Blind Men and the Elephant” to argue

that as a field our scholarship was describing only

individual parts of the human capital construct. I

went on to suggest that our paper was an effort to

describe “the whole of the human capital elephant.”

I still remember the looks on the faces of the people

in the audience, and how I immediately thought that

this paper – or at least my description of it – may

have been a very bad idea for an untenured Assistant

Professor!

To be sure, the elephant metaphor is time-worn

and tired. And yet, a decade later I think it still applies

to our IG and the scholarly endeavor which we share.

Our discipline-specific work can only describe a part

of the strategic human capital elephant, and we need

a space like our IG to build the body of knowledge

that captures the size and complexity of the field.

Indeed, one of the core objectives that our IG’s

founders articulated – promoting scholarships that is

interdisciplinary and/or considers human capital at

multiple levels of analysis – still features prominently

on our SMS landing page. It seems to me that we do

well as an IG to remind ourselves frequently of this

guiding principle.
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This year DK, Becca, and I decided that we would leverage the Sunday sessions during the Paris conference to promote interdisciplinary

discourse. We picked three important topics in the strategic human capital literature – motivation, mobility, and development – and paired a

micro and macro scholar for each. These scholars then shared reading lists from their disciplines with each other, selecting articles that they felt

represented the best thinking from their respective (i.e., “micro” or “macro”) literatures on the topic. In the Sunday sessions, then, these scholars

will discuss their perspectives on each other’s reading list and explore opportunities for interdisciplinary integration. I expect that these will be

absolutely fascinating sessions that you won’t want to miss. More importantly, they represent the kind of cross-disciplinary discussions that are

uniquely facilitated by our IG.

This edition of the newsletter also features contributions that challenge us to bridge disciplines and levels in our field. Alia Crocker and Rory

Eckardt, Rhett Brymer, and Anthony Nyberg have all provided contributions that highlight and encourage researchers who take the

multidisciplinary approach we champion. So there is much in this newsletter and the Paris conference that advances the mission of our IG.

Sadly, we cannot think about that mission – indeed, we cannot think about the IG at all – without also thinking about how one of clearest and

most thoughtful voices on taking a multidisciplinary perspective in our scholarship fell silent this year. David Lepak was not only a founder and

past Chair of our IG. For many of us, he was also a co-author, mentor, advisor, or friend. For some of us, he was all these things. There is much that

can be said about Dave’s legacy and contribution to our field. In this edition of the newsletter Scott Snell and Rikki Takeuchi reflect (p. 7) on the

impact Dave had over a career that was cut far, far too short.

When we hired Dave at the University of Massachusetts Amherst Isenberg School of Management, our goal was to build around his

dedication to multidisciplinary research. To this end, I frequently spoke with Dave about the SHCIG and the degree to which we were executing on

creating a forum for an interdisciplinary and multi-level discussion around strategic human capital. He felt we could do better … and as was his

wont, articulated this in language that was colorful and clear! To be sure, this was something he felt strongly about. In an article for the Fall 2015

SHCIG newsletter, Dave took this issue head-on. He concludes that editorial by observing that “if scholars are going to play in the SHC ‘space’ they

should have a working knowledge of other perspectives (even if it’s not their primary area) in order to appreciate the differences and contribution

of others. If we can reach this point, I really believe we can reduce the turf protecting and focus on ensuring that good multidisciplinary research is

carried out and published.” I encourage all SHCIG members to go back and reread this article. To my ear, Dave’s arguments ring just as true, and his

recommendations for a path forward seem just as relevant, today as they did then.

I think Dave would see the program for the Paris conference as another step in the right direction. He would also tell us that there is still much

work for us to do … and I think he would be correct in this regard. I encourage us to redouble our commitment to our IG’s multidisciplinary

mission: the challenge in doing this is great; the benefit is greater. And I know Dave would agree.

Hope to see you in Paris. Safe travels!

Strategic Human Capital
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Finally, thank you! Thank you to our new and continuing members for

submitting your work and engaging with our IG at the conference and

throughout the year. Thank you to our fantastic reviewers for devoting your

time, effort, and expertise to helping us shape the conference program. And a

special thanks to those reviewers who stepped in at the last minute to provide

quick turn-arounds on emergency reviews. We acknowledge all of our

reviewers by name below. And finally, I would like to offer a personal thanks to

all of our reps-at-large (listed on p. 15) and to the other members of the

leadership team, Tom Moliterno and David Kryscynski. Without all of you, our

IG would not have such great engagement of our membership or be able to

offer such a high quality conference program. I hope to see all of you in Paris!

PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND BEST PAPER AWARDS
BECCA KEHOE, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

Thanks to the high quality submissions and diligent efforts of our reviewers, the SHC IG has a terrific program lined

up for Paris this year! We will kick off the conference with an exciting pre-conference program (p. 4) organized by our

Associate Program Chair, David Kryscynski. This will include two interactive workshops on Saturday, as well as three

sessions on Sunday morning. Our pre-conference sessions always provide an engaging introduction to the conference,

and we expect this year’s to be no different.

Continuing with recent tradition, we will hold our IG Social on Saturday evening at Café Oz (https://cafe-

oz.com/denfert-rochereau.html; located at 3 place Denfert-Rochereau, 75014 Paris). This is a 10-minute walk from the

conference hotel. We’ll gather in the lobby of the conference hotel at 17:15 to walk over together, so you can plan
to join us then or meet us at the Café Oz at 17:30.

Our scholarly program will begin on Sunday afternoon. Our IG had an impressive 71 proposals this year. With 34 of these proposals accepted

for the program, we had a final acceptance rate of 47 percent. Due to constraints on conference capacity, this acceptance rate is lower than in prior

years. If your proposal was rejected this year, we hope you will not be deterred from submitting your work for future conferences. We’ve included

a listing of our IG’s sessions for your reference on the following pages. We think you’ll agree that we have an exciting program in store.

We also hope you will join us for our IG Business Meeting on Sunday at 6:45pm, where we’ll discuss the accomplishments, goals, and plans of

our IG. This meeting is not just limited to the IG leadership – everyone is welcome and encouraged to attend!

At our Sunday Business Meeting, we will again announce two paper awards for our IG: the Strategic Human Capital Interest Group Best

Conference Paper and the Strategic Human Capital Interest Group Best Interdisciplinary Paper, which are described below. All proposals

submitted to our IG were eligible for these awards, which are separate from the conference-wide awards. The six finalists that were selected from

the proposal submissions that received high scores from our reviewers are named below. These authors submitted full manuscripts that were

blind reviewed by a review team led by David Kryscynski (our Associate Program Chair) and Greg Reilly (one of our IG’s Reps-at-large) and

comprised of Reps-at-large Alia Crocker, Dana Minbaeva, and Ulya Tsolmon, and former IG Chair, Shad Morris. Please join me in thanking this

team for taking on this difficult task and in congratulating the finalists on their excellent scholarship!

Becca Kehoe
Rutgers University

Strategic Human Capital
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Strategic Human Capital Interest Group Reviewers: Craig Armstrong, 
Frederick Bentley, Y Sekou Bermiss, Matthew Bidwell, Christiane Bode, 
Rocio Bonet, David Boss, Flore Bridoux, Joseph Broschak, Rhett Brymer, 
Vanessa Burbano, Benjamin Campbell, Arnaldo Camuffo, Seth Carnahan, 
Clint Chadwick, Shinjinee Chattopadhyay, Amit Jain Chauradia, Alia 
Crocker, John Delery, Gina Dokko, Rory Eckardt, Martin Ganco, Pranav 
Garg, Timothy Gubler, James Hayton, Florence Honore, Johanna Jaskari, 
Yasemin Kor, David Kryscynski, Christopher Liu, John Mawdsley, Abagail 
McWilliams, Denisa Mindruta, Mahka Moeen, Shad Morris, Anthony 
Nyberg, Tomasz Obloj, James Oldroyd, Daniel Olson, Lamar Pierce, Greg 
Reilly, Marketa Rickley, Heli Wang, Margarethe Wiersema

The Strategic Human Capital Interest Group Best Conference 
Paper is evaluated along conventional lines: theoretical 
insight, methodological rigor and managerial relevance.

The Strategic Human Capital Interest Group Best 
Interdisciplinary Paper honors one of the founding principles 
of our interest group by effectively integrating research 
across disciplinary boundaries.

Finalists:

▪ Demand-side Attributes and Resource Reconfiguration in 
Human Asset Intensive Firms
Phillip Meyer-Doyle, John Mawdsley, & Olivier Chatain

▪ Employee Mobility Barriers and Inventor Collaborativeness
in Firms
Eunkwang Seo & Deepak Somaya

▪ Integrating the Acqui-hires: The Effect of Know-how Type on 
Integration Choices of Acquirers
Beril Boyacioglu & Mahmut N. Ozdemir

▪ When Losers Become Leavers: Rejection and Turnover in 
Internal Labor Markets
JR Keller & Kathryn Dlugos

▪ Managing Rejection to Improve Women’s Representation in 
Talent Pipelines
Isabel Fernandez-Mateo, Brian Rubineau, & Venkat 
Kuppuswamy

• The Concentration of Talent Sourcing: Source Strength, 
Recruiter Power, and Organizational Performance
Rhett Brymer, John-Patrick Paraskevas, & Lisa Ellram

https://cafe-oz.com/denfert-rochereau.html


SMS PARIS: 

SATURDAY SESSION

Building a Research Pipeline in Strategic Human Capital Workshop

9:00 to 12:00

This half-day workshop is intended to help doctoral students develop a strategic human capital (SHC) related research

project from raw idea to an executed study. A secondary purpose is to help doctoral students with SHC interests to

connect with each other and build potential future collaborations through their associations during the session. The

workshop will include two components:

a. Research Development Session

This breakout session provides opportunities for participants to discuss and receive feedback on their

research project in an informal setting. As part of the application process, participants will submit a short

abstract of a research project that outlines the idea and stage of the project. Participants will be teamed

with a senior SHC scholar who will help them think about their projects in new ways and provide

suggestions for the implementation of their research ideas.

The workshop organizers will assign participants to a senior scholar. Prior to the workshop, participants will

receive the research projects of the other group members and will be instructed to prepare comments and

feedback on the other projects. They will exchange feedback during the research development portion of

the workshop. The assigned senior scholar will moderate the discussion and provide expert feedback on

each research project.

b. Senior Faculty Panel

Senior faculty panelists will discuss critical aspects of the research and publication process, ways to craft a

successful research program, future directions in SHC research, and other questions of concern for doctoral

students in this area.

Strategic Human Capital
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Workshop Organizers

John Mawdsley
HEC Paris

Dana Minbaeva
Copenhagen Bus. School

Senior Faculty Panelists

Clint Chadwick
University of Kansas

David Kryscynski
Brigham Young University

Janice Molloy
Uni. Of Michigan -Dearborn

Ingo Weller
LMU Munich

Forrest Briscoe
Penn State University



SMS PARIS: 

SATURDAY SESSION

Junior Scholar Paper Development Workshop
13:00 to 16:00

This half-day workshop is intended for junior scholars (non-tenured) and will include two components:

a. Paper Development Session

This breakout session will provide opportunities for junior scholar participants to discuss and receive feedback

on their research in an informal setting. As part of the application process, participants will submit a working

paper. The workshop organizers will assign participants’ papers to groups of about three papers each, based

on similarity in topic and/or methodology. Accepted participants will be expected to review each paper in

their session and bring journal review-quality notes and suggestions to share during the session. This pre-work

and the 90 minutes allotted to these session will ensure that workshop participants will have ample time and

ability to provide in-depth analysis of working papers.

b. Senior Faculty Panel

Panelists will focus on issues most germane to junior scholars approaching tenure. Among other topics, these

faculty members will share issues related to constructing a research portfolio, pivoting a publication strategy

following a journal rejection, and identifying letter writers for tenure. Further, our senior faculty panelists will

share their ideas on creating high quality impactful scholarship from their perspective as current and former

journal editors.

Strategic Human Capital
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Workshop Organizers

Greg Reilly
University of Conneticut

Dana Minbaeva
Copenhagen Bus. School

Speakers and Facilitators

James Hayton
University of Warwick

Anthony Nyberg
University of South Carolina

David Collings
Dublin City University

Deepak Somaya
Univ. of IL at Champaign-Urbana

Jason Shaw
Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Ingo Weller
LMU Munich



Integrating Micro/Macro Perspectives on Human Capital 

Motivation 

Panelists: John Delery and Todd Zenger

Discussant: Anthony Nyberg

08:00 – 09:15 Sunday Panel Session 923

This session examines human capital motivation from both
the micro and macro perspectives. We have one expert from a
more "micro" tradition and one expert from a more "macro"
tradition. These experts have provided each other with a short
reading list representing best current thought on human capital
motivation from their respective traditions. They will study these
papers and then teach us what they learn about opportunities for
integration between their respective traditions.

Integrating Micro/Macro Perspectives on Human Capital 

Mobility 

09:30 – 10:45 Sunday Panel Session 925

Panelists: Martin Ganco and Jason Shaw

Discussant: Deepak Somaya

This session examines human capital mobility from both the
micro and macro perspectives. We have one expert from a more
"micro" tradition and one expert from a more "macro" tradition.
These experts have provided each other with a short reading list
representing best current thought on human capital mobility
from their respective traditions. They will study these papers and
then teach us what they learn about opportunities for integration
between their respective traditions.

Integrating Micro/Macro Perspectives on Human Capital 

Development

Panelists: Clint Chadwick, Prithwiraj Choudhury, and Gina Dokko

Discussant: Audrey Korsgaard

11:15 – 12:30 Sunday Panel Session 924

This session examines human capital development from both the
micro and macro perspectives. We have one expert from a more
"micro" tradition and one expert from a more "macro" tradition.
These experts have provided each other with a short reading list
representing best current thought on human capital development
from their respective traditions. They will study these papers and
then teach us what they learn about opportunities for integration
between their respective traditions.

SMS PARIS: 

SUNDAY PANEL SESSIONS

Strategic Human Capital
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SMS PARIS:

PRESENTATION SESSIONS

Monday Tuesday

09:30 – 10:45
Human Capital Losses: Antecedents and 
Consequences of Turnover (session 968)

08:00 – 09:15
Reputation and Status Concerns of Firms and 
Employees (session 974)

14:00 – 15:15 
Rare? Firm-Specific? Strategically Relevant? 
Implications of Different Types of Human Capital 
(session 978)

11:00 – 12:15 HR-Related Challenges for SMEs  (session 1133)

15:30 – 16:45 Hiring, Training, and Promotions (session 977) 16:00 – 17:15 
Managing Human Capital: Investment and 
Deployment (session 975)

17:15 – 18:30 
Relational Foundations of Value Creation through 
Human Capital (session 976)

17:30 – 18:45 Strategic Talent Sourcing (session 973)

*For more information on accepted papers, please visit: 
https://www.strategicmanagement.net/paris/overview/schedule#/?_k=w299m4

Anthony Nyberg
University of South Carolina

Deepak Somaya
Univ. of IL at Champaign-Urbana

Audrey Korsgaard
University of South Carolina

https://www.strategicmanagement.net/paris/overview/schedule#/?_k=w299m4


REMEMBERING DAVID LEPAK
SCOTT A. SNELL, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA and RIKI TAKEUCHI, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS - DALLAS 

Strategic Human Capital
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It is with tremendous sadness that we mourn the loss of our

friend and colleague, David P. Lepak. Dave died suddenly on

December 7, 2017, at the age of 46. Dave was the Berthiaume

Endowed Chair of Business Leadership at the Isenberg School of

Management at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, and

one of the true global thought leaders in the field of strategic

human resource management (HRM). He leaves behind a legacy

of personal and professional contributions that extend well

beyond his short time with us.

Throughout his career, Dave continued to encourage the

profession to think more expansively about what it means to

manage human resources strategically. He was among the first

to study empirically how employee skills, motivation, and

behavior mediate the HR–firm performance relationship. Dave

was a prolific researcher, respected and admired by his peers.

For his work, he received numerous accolades and prestigious

research awards, including the Academy of Management's

Scholarly Achievement Award and the International HRM

Scholarly Research Award. Dave was a tremendous mentor to

many students. He was generous with his time and set an

example of what it means to be a mentor and advisor.

Dave's impact on the field will continue well after his

passing. His body of work includes edited volumes and more

than 60 papers in top‐tier journals, and that work continues to

be cited as foundational for today's strategic HRM research.

Dave's extensive service to the

profession include positions of the

Associate Editor for the Academy of

Management Review, Editor‐in‐Chief

for International Journal of Human

Resource Management, and the

immediate past chair of the HR Division

of the Academy of Management (AOM).

He held academic appointments at

Penn State (where he earned his PhD),

the University of Maryland, Rutgers

University, University of Bath, and

Scott A. Snell
University of Virginia

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Most importantly, Dave was a dedicated husband and father

and is survived by his wife, Ellen, and their four children. He was

a warm, kind, and positive person who had a kind of impact on

many. We will miss Dave dearly, and we hope we can keep his

positive outlook in life and the lessons he sought to teach us

all—to constantly challenge ourselves and our own thinking with

a sense of humor, and be a role model for others by a

willingness to go the extra mile so that the profession we are in

can thrive and flourish.

- Abridged from the article: Snell, S. & Takeuchi, R. 2018. In

memoriam: David P. Lepak. Human Resource Management,

57(1): 411-412.

David Lepak

Riki Takeuchi
University Of Texas - Dallas

OUR ABILITY TO BRIDGE THE MICRO-MACRO DIVIDES: IMPLICATIONS FOR OUR INTEREST GROUP
ALIA CROCKER, BABSON COLLEGE and RORY ECKHARDT, BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY

The mission of our interest group (IG) is to promote
research on human capital and firm performance while
encouraging interdisciplinary work that considers multiple
levels of analysis. In advancing research that is multilevel
and multidisciplinary, scholars (particularly those in
strategic human capital) unsurprisingly encounter divides

and tensions between micro- and macro-oriented
research (Molloy, Ployhart, & Wright, 2011).

.- Continued on Page 8 -



While scholarly attention has shed light on understanding and

making suggestions regarding potential bridges for micro- and

macro-oriented work, these divides continue to be a pervasive

aspect of management research. Over the past five years, we

have organized PDWs at AOM that have attempted to weave

together and improve awareness of the extant micro-macro

bridging suggestions and techniques. During these sessions, we

observed there were several recurring issues and perspectives

that were being raised that were not yet noted in the extant

literature.

The two of us, along with Yoojung Ahn and Steve Floyd, built

on these notions and enlisted seasoned researchers – Brian

Boyd, Gerard Hodgkinson, Steve Kozlowski, Tom Moliterno, and

Bill Starbuck – to reflect on why the divide persists and what, if

anything, can or should be done about it. The researchers’

insights coalesced into broad themes: need for new methods

and ways of theorizing; social identity dynamics and attitudinal

shifts; and questioning the value and likeliness of a fully micro-

macro integrated body of research. These were outlined in a

recent essay published in Strategic Organization (Eckardt et al.,

2018). Many of the ideas discussed in the essay are related to

social-psychological factors, and as such that is our focus here in

drawing out three potentially relevant implications for those in

the Strategic Human Capital (SHC) IG.

1. Scholarly identity contributes to the formation of ingroup

and outgroups, and these, in turn, fuel the micro and macro

divide. While scholarly identities and associated group

dynamics are an inherent aspect of academic careers, there

are a few things we can do to likely lessen its influence on

micro-macro divides.

• Developing bridging doctoral students: The two of us 
(and several others) were fortunate to have advanced 
through our doctoral studies with advisors and an IG 
encouraging of multilevel and disciplinary-bridging 
scholarly identities.  This is an interesting contrast to those 
that may have been told they must clearly position 
themselves as a micro or macro researcher and decide if 
they identify as an economist, psychologist, or sociologist.

• Judging the quality and relevance of research: It is not 
uncommon to view works that deviate from the tradition 
with which we were trained and operate as a threat to our 
research and associated scholarly identity.  Just being 
mindful of allegiances to particular groups and the 
ultimate goals of our research – understanding 
organizational phenomena related to human capital 
resources – can allow the assessment and associated 
discourse to emerge in a more effective and substantive 
way.

researchers” and focus on and see value in the broader

SHC group to which we all belong.

2. Intellectual generosity is essential and there is value
in continuing to foster it in our IG community.

• Acknowledging the value of diverse perspectives is an

important step: High quality research exists in many

aspects of human capital scholarship and we can all learn

something from these different areas. Debate will

always abound and is healthy for the advancement of

research. However, it is important to periodically reflect

on our potential blind spots and loyalty to various

factions that influence our ability to consider and

evaluate research in an “objective” and fair manner.

• Keeping an open mind regarding methods: Perspectives

that leverage microfoundations or emergence

necessitate different approaches that may deviate from

our training or experience. Simulations, social network

analysis, mixed methods, econometrics and multilevel

analysis are all important in moving forward, even if they

take us outside of our comfort zones at times.

- Continued on Page 9 -

• Being mindful of researcher

labels and categorizations:

Calling a human capital

researcher “micro” or “macro”,

as well an “economist” or

“psychologist” can calcify

identities and fuel

ingroup/outgroup tensions,

triggering “us” versus “them”

thoughts and perspectives.

Labels and categories are an

inherent part of nearly all areas

of research; thus we are not

suggesting they should or will

ever disappear. However,

reducing the salience of these

labels and categorization may

help lessen ingroup/outgroup

factors that stand in the way of

bridging micro macro

perspectives. Thus, perhaps we

should simply think about each

other as “human capital

Alia Crocker
Babson College

Strategic Human Capital
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Rory Eckardt
Binghamton University



3. Micro-macro divides are an inherent aspect of SHC

scholarship…but micro-macro bridging work need not be

panacea for all SHC research.

• Valuing multilevel and single-level SHC research: The

emphasis on “human” in our research, no matter the

particular topic, invokes consideration of multiple

levels. While not all studies can or should be multilevel,

SHC research will likely provide richer descriptions and

predictions when neighboring levels are at least noted

(Hitt et al., 2007). That said, there are still many

important contributions that can arise from studies that

focus on a single level of analysis and we should remain

appreciative of human capital research that is not

multilevel. Thus, while we certainly see tremendous

value in work that involves multiple levels of analysis

and disciplines, it would be unrealistic and likely

suboptimal to expect all involved with the IG to engage

in multilevel and interdisciplinary work.

We provide these implications and suggestions as food for

thought and in the spirit of working towards achieving the

multilevel and interdisciplinary mission of the SHC IG. We echo

House and colleagues (1995) assertion that the integration of

levels of analysis and disciplines is one of the key sources of

comparative advantage for the organizational sciences and

believe this notion is particularly relevant for the study of human

capital resources.

Strategic Human Capital
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With this in mind, we are hopeful that the comments here, and

in the longer essay, help our IG succeed in realizing the unique

advantage that can arise from generating a body of knowledge

on human capital resources that is truly multilevel and

interdisciplinary.
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ESCAPING OUR SILO? INTEGRATING STRATEGIC HUMAN CAPITAL WITH OTHER INTEREST GROUPS
RHETT BRYMER AND JOANNA CAMPBELL, UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI; MARTIN GANCO, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN – MADISON, and 

DAVID KRYSCYNSKI, BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

How can Strategic Human Capital (SHC) grow from the insights

in other strategy scholarship and better integrate with other

areas to answer a broader set of strategy inquiries? As a first

step to directly answer these questions, we invite two

thoughtful scholars – Joanna Campbell from Strategic Leadership

& Governance (SL&G) and Martin Ganco from Strategic

Entrepreneurship (SE) – to engage in an email “conversation”

with David (DK) Kryscynski from SHC. Rhett Brymer serves as

facilitator. The following is the lightly edited version of the full

email exchange. Credit to John Mawdsley for this idea.

Rhett: Thank you, Martin, Joanna, and DK for participating. Let's

go ahead and start things off. The SHC Interest Group's

"Questions We Seek to Answer" (per the SMS website) is an

attempt to define the major areas of SHC inquiry by way of a list

of core questions. Please take a look at those.

Putting on the hat of the "outside" area – Strategic Leadership &

Governance (SL&G) for Joanna, Strategic Entrepreneurship (SE)

for Martin – what could that area bring to help answer one or

more of these questions? What are the most promising or

intriguing theoretical frameworks, phenomena, or empirical

methodologies from that "outside" area that could help further

SHC's pursuit of its core questions?

Joanna: SL&G scholars view the firm as a reflection of its top

managers, so our research concentrates on that select group of

individuals, as opposed to human capital more broadly. I think

one area of agreement between the SL&G paradigm and the SHC

paradigm is that firms indeed gain competitive advantage

through people, but we implicitly assume that this is largely

through the people at the top of the organization. And recent

research indeed shows that the “CEO effect” alone is quite

substantial (Hambrick & Quigley, 2014) and increasing over time

(Quigley & Hambrick, 2015; Quigley, Crossland, & Campbell,

2017). I wonder if it would be possible to better quantify the

“human capital effect.”

- Continued on Page 10 -



Joanna: I also wonder whether upper echelons theory (Hambrick

& Mason, 1984) could inform SHC research. The empirical roots

of upper echelons research are preceded by research on

organizational demography, defined as the “composition, in

terms of basic attributes such as age, sex, educational level,

length of service or residence, race and so forth of a social entity

under study” (Pfeffer, 1983: 303). Organizational demography “is

based on the data gathered on individuals,” such as age and

tenure, “but is, in fact, a collective or unit-level property”

(Pfeffer, 1985: 68). Demography is therefore an attribute of an

organization and is said to influence organizational outcomes.

While SL&G researchers have moved away from such distal

proxies for values and preferences as age and tenure toward

more proximal measures of psychological constructs, I think this

approach may still be viable for SHC researchers.

For instance, imprinting theory (see Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013),

which is gaining some attention within the SL&G paradigm,

suggests that exposure to various elements of the environment

during sensitive periods of one’s life (e.g., childhood or early

career) can profoundly influence individuals. Through

imprinting, the person “develops characteristics that reflect

prominent features of the environment, and these

characteristics persist despite significant environmental changes

in subsequent periods” (Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013: 199). I am

amazed by the amount of attention the popular press pays to

generational differences in the workplace, but I am not aware of

much rigorous research in this area. Does the proportion of Baby

Boomers, GenXers, Millenials, etc. in the organization truly

matter for firm-level outcomes? Does the demographic makeup

of organizations - and what it represents - affect competitive

advantage? Perhaps getting the answer to these and similar

questions, which attempt to get at the “who” of human capital,

can help address the mechanisms through which human capital

influences firm-level outcomes.

Rhett: Really great thoughts, Joanna. As data about

organizations' non-executive human capital becomes

increasingly available, demography and imprinting possibilities

for inquiry open up. There's a decent amount of research on

racial and gender diversities' impact on firm performance,

outside of the executives. While those findings are interesting

and important, going beyond them to various mixes of

experiences, educations, values, and other psychological

attributes held within the wider range of employees (perhaps

other stakeholders?) could yield meaningful between-firm

differences in competitiveness.

DK: I have seen some of the research estimating the “CEO

Effect,” and I find it intriguing. It causes me to wonder whether

a human capital effect might actually NOT exist. Ben Campbell

and I just finished a book chapter where one of our conclusions

is that many sources of a “human capital-based competitive

advantage” may actually reside in the HR system (Campbell and

Kryscynski, in press). In other words, the human capital that

creates value for the firm is almost always recruited, hired,

trained, retained and deployed through some HR system. Thus,

human capital, or human capital resources, may be the most

proximal source of a competitive advantage, but the core

underlying advantage may reside in the systems, policies and

practices of the firm. This leads me to wonder about the CEO

effect – is the CEO driving firm performance because, in part,

(s)he is able to design the right HR system that facilitates the

right kinds of human capital resources that support the right

kinds of firm capabilities? I would be fascinated to try to

understand more about how much of the CEO effect can be

attributed to designing the right internal systems vs. setting the

right external direction, etc. Maybe this has already been done,

and I am just not aware, but it seems like an interesting

opportunity for connection between these literatures.

I also love Joanna’s push towards demography (a group/unit

and/or firm level property) and towards imprinting (a social

context influence). My sense is that the strategic human capital

literature has been a bit too individual focused and have not

been quite rich enough in considering these higher level

phenomena. Ployhart and Moliterno (2011) pushed us to think

more about aggregation and Ployhart, Nyberg, Reilly, &

Maltarich (2014) push us to think more carefully about

group/unit/firm level human capital resources. This push

requires us to think far more richly about how and the

conditions under which individual level human capital

- Continued on Page 11 -
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DK: aggregates (or not) into firm-level resources that might

actually help the firm to become (and/or stay) competitive. The

connection to the demography research may be one clear

pathway forward with connections. These scholars have thought

much about demography and may lend a theoretical hand to

one challenge with creating firm-level human capital

resources. The connection to the imprinting literature could be

another fascinating pathway to explore. These scholars have

examined one way in which context has a long and enduring

effect on individuals and their organizations and institutions.

Joanna: Thank you, DK! Related to your first point, I’m not aware

of any research that was able to decompose the “CEO effect” to

better understand the sources of this influence. The idea of an

HR system as one source of competitive advantage is compelling

and intuitive. I keep thinking about the New England Patriots

and how they were able to create a dynasty through what is

essentially an HR system. But the system alone isn’t enough to

explain their dominance over the last 15+ years – the leader/QB

(Brady), coaching staff (Belichick and others), and – to some

degree – ownership (Kraft) all play a role. That being said, a

popular comment is that their system (and “top managers”)

allows them to be very productive without necessarily needing

“star power” among the rest of their human capital. It’s just an

anecdote, but to me it illustrates how the system, top

participants in that system, and the larger human capital

employed within it can combine in different ways to achieve

competitive advantage. Which leads me to think that a

configurational approach could be very valuable in this area,

especially now that new configurational methods (e.g., fuzzy set

QCA) are at our disposal. And I know there is a stream of

research on "star" employees, and how organizations can best

harness their potential. To me, it very much depends, and there

is a lot of equifinality there.

Configurational theorizing and analysis could also be helpful

in the area of demography/aggregation, because it would allow

scholars to study different mixtures of group/unit/firm level

human capital resources (within and across levels of analysis),

beyond simple interactions. I envision a number of possible

avenues for exploration here as well.

Martin: Joanna and DK, thanks for getting us started. I will just

provide some additional brainstorming.

It is very interesting to think about how the

entrepreneurship literature can inform and enhance the SHC

literature. A few ideas come to mind. For instance, the

traditional focus of the entrepreneurship literature is on the

recognition of opportunities, entrepreneurial judgement and

similar approaches. This work can inform the question of how

does the heterogeneity in HC relate to competitive advantage. I

am currently working on a project with Aseem Kaul (UMN) and

Joe Raffiee (USC) with an objective of developing a theory of

how the evaluation of ideas by the potential entrepreneur, the

firm and the external marketplace interact with the firm's

complementary resources to determine whether the ideas are

exploited inside or outside of the firm. The theory is based on

the notion that the context and the "location" of the employee

in the knowledge space of the firm drives both the beliefs about

the idea by different parties, the optimal commercialization path

and the returns from the idea. One can perhaps extend this line

of thinking to the HC heterogeneity question more broadly. An

idea that is specific to an employee and their position within the

firm may be underlying the value beliefs and thus the HC

heterogeneity. The entrepreneurship literature may thus

provide an opportunity to think about HC heterogeneity from a

different angle - i.e., in terms of ideas and their valuation rather

than, e.g., skills and education. The role of the specific context as

a driver of HC heterogeneity is related to DK's point about the

importance of HR (and other) systems. I would also emphasize

that the entrepreneurship angle implies that the systems matter

in terms of how they interact with specific employees. For

instance, HR systems that are tolerant to employee failure, will

lead to a much higher variance in performance outcomes,

different HC investments patterns and thus more HC

heterogeneity.

Another idea that comes to mind is related to the recent

focus of the entrepreneurship literature on experimentation.

While I have some concerns about applying this paradigm too

broadly, it provides a useful perspective. The key idea behind

the experimentation view is that the new business is a set of

unproven hypotheses that are tested and refined as the

company introduces products or services and interacts with

customers. The focus is on an early release of a "minimum

viable" product. I believe the perspective is quite powerful when

applied in the right contexts and industries (e.g., software). An

interesting question with respect to the HC, is what kind of HC is

required for experimentation? How does the experimentation

strategies drive the HC heterogeneity?

Rhett: As I read through these, a theme seems to be

emerging, centering on new ways of conceptualizing human

capital. The classical treatment of general vs. firm-specific and a

basic accumulation approach to apply to firms has been useful,

but it is too simplistic to capture the richness of how employees

can drive value creation. Recently, many SHC scholars have

lamented similar notions about the prior frameworks. You all are

taking the next step, pointing out avenues for extending the

notion of what we theorize and measure as value-creating

human capital.

- Continued on Page 12 -
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Rhett: It may be demographic or configurational (Joanna),

subject to early imprinting (Joanna), dependent or at least

complimentary with other firm HR processes (DK), based on idea

generation and experimentation, (Martin), and location of

individuals within the knowledge space of the firm (Martin).

Indeed, these are all excellent ideas from outside our interest

group and not currently being discussed with any critical mass

yet in SHC. These ideas can push our conceptions of human

capital based advantages.

Let's turn to the other side of the coin now too. How can the

insights of SHC be effectively applied to the burning questions in

strategic leadership/governance and entrepreneurship?

All of us know that the SHC space covers a lot of ground, so

to focus this discussion, let's consider the two core ideas that are

central to SHC research. The first is employee mobility and the

market for labor, and how they affect firm performance. Both

DK and I have written that these are the defining characteristics

of SHC research (Brymer, Chadwick, & Molloy, 2015; Campbell,

Kryscynski, & Olsen, 2017). Secondly, the notion of emergent

human capital resources - how individual-based human capital

collates to be a useful firm resource - has gained a lot of

attention in the SHC conversation (Ployhart, Nyberg, Reilly, &

Maltarich, 2014; Ployhart & Moliterno, 2011). How might these

core ideas of SHC inform SL&G and SE research?

Joanna: Thank you, Rhett, for the summary. As to your second

question, I think that SHC research can add a lot to SL&G

conversations around executive labor markets (executive

succession, dismissal, etc.) For example, SL&G scholars are still

seeking a compelling answer to the following question: why are

there so few women at the top of organizations? It’s clearly both

a supply- and demand-driven issue – women are self-selecting

out of the “executive track” and various biases lower the

demand for female executives. I wonder whether SHC capital

research can give us a broader lens to study this phenomenon.

DK: Joanna, I love the idea of considering an SHC lens to explore

issues of diversity at the highest levels of the organization. I

think the SHC bias would be to explore conditions under which

human capital supports some kind of sustained firm level

advantage, so we might explore the performance implications

associated with when and whether firms perform better with

women at the helm. Perform, of course, is a broad term, but I

think it could be quite interesting to explore a variety of

outcomes such as CSR investments and performance, financial

performance, market share, employee well-being, etc. If men

and women are no different (i.e. their leadership is the same and

their skills are the same) then we might expect to see little or no

performance differences. In this case, we might consider

exploring the various barriers to women in leadership and try to

better understand what HR policies and managerial approaches

can help to close the gap. If men and women are actually

different (either by nature or nurture or a combination of both),

then we might expect to see some different firm level outcomes

depending on who is calling the shots. Seems there may be

many fruitful insights gained from descriptive studies of firms

with and without women at the helm.

On a different note, Ben Campbell, Dan Olson and I have an

SEJ invited piece where we talk about the connections between

employee mobility in the SHC space and employee mobility in

the ENT space. It was an interesting paper to write because

mobility is a BAD thing in the SHC space because we are losing

our human capital to competitors. But, in the ENT space

entrepreneurial mobility is a GOOD thing because it is how firms

are founded. Thus, there is a potential tension between these

two literature spaces: in one space we want to kill mobility in

order to hoard human capital and in the other we want to

overcome mobility barriers in order to spawn entrepreneurs. I

think there are many, many opportunities to explore how

established firms and new ventures compete (directly or

indirectly) with each other for human capital.

Lastly, I think there are some interesting opportunities at the

intersections of all three of these literatures. When employees

quit to found their own firms, they become the leaders and the

governing bodies of new entities. We might be able to ask

questions like: under what conditions are women more likely to

exit employment to become entrepreneurs, and what impact do

they then have on the opportunity structure for future

employees in their new organizations? Is that any different from

established organizations that have been male dominated for

years, but that now start promoting women to the top ranks?

This seems like a fascinating and fruitful set of

opportunities!

Martin: It seems that there is no shortage of interesting ideas

that are at the intersections of SHC and other domains such as

corporate strategy, entrepreneurship, CSR, etc. However,

whether we can make SHC more widely diffused and relevant

(and contributing to other fields) also depends on the available

data. There seems to be multiple demands on such datasets.

First, we need data that provide sufficient depth and breadth.

What I mean is that we need data that will help us understand

the HC-related mechanisms (i.e., are sufficiently "micro") while

having large sample sizes or panel length that strategy scholars

expect to see given the evolving standards in the field.

- Continued on Page 13 -
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Martin: This is both an opportunity and a challenge. It is a

challenge because there only a few readily available large

datasets that satisfy such criteria, meaning primary collection

efforts are needed. It is an opportunity because it differentiates

this approach from purely micro or purely macro approaches.

The notion of "crossing the levels of analysis" is very relevant

here. Second, we need datasets that allow for better reliability

of the findings. While I am certainly not advocating an approach

of publishing only studies that are causally identified through

instruments or natural experiments (which have their own

limitations even if done well - such as a very narrow and often

not insightful findings), we need datasets that have sufficient

quality to be able to do a reasonable job pinning down a certain

mechanism, eliminating alternative ones, etc. In summary, I

think we need some new serious data collection efforts that will

help us to inform how SHC connects to other domains.

On a slightly different note, there is a new methodology that

could be used to evaluate endogeneity bias called the Oster

method (Oster, 2017; see Starr et al., 2018). While certainly not a

cure-all (it has its own limitations), it may be very helpful when

evaluating endogeneity bias without having to rely on

instruments or experiments. I suspect it will become a popular

method with SHC scholars.

Rhett: Thank you for these insights and all your thoughtfulness

and creativity in this exercise. Our SHC community can draw

much inspiration from your ideas. Look forward to seeing you all

in Paris, and wherever else we might cross paths.
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SPECIAL ISSUE IN JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES ON WORKER MOBILITY

Knowledge Worker Mobility in Context

Scholars are paying more attention to knowledge workers (KW)

as they gain importance in the knowledge-based economy.

Knowledge worker mobility (KWM), in particular, has received

significant attention due to its implications for competitive

advantage.

In the January, 2018 issue Vol. 55, Issue 1 of Journal of

Management Studies, we focused on advancing our

understanding of knowledge worker mobility in context. We see

this special issue as important in opening up the potential for

major developments in the research agenda on KWM since,

contextual differences, even if acknowledged, are rarely

sufficiently developed and explored. Yet, observed mobility

events by KW may have different implications given the context

that catalyses and surrounds them. KWM may be voluntary or

involuntary and may have negative or positive impacts on firms

and individuals depending on it drivers and the contexts in which

it occurs.
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The Oxford Handbook of Talent Management

Edited by David G Collings, Kamel Mellahi and Wayne F. Cascio

Given the widespread interest in talent management, this volume is

intended to capture the diversity of research being undertaken in the

area. The Handbook is designed with a multi-disciplinary perspective

in mind and draws upon perspectives from, inter alia, human resource

management, psychology, and strategy to chart the topography of the

area of talent management and to establish the base of knowledge in

the field. Furthermore, each chapter concludes by identifying key gaps

in our understanding of the area of focus thus charting a

research agenda for the respective topics. The Handbook includes 28

chapters structured around five sections. These include the context of

talent management, talent and performance, talent teams and

networks, managing talent flows, and contemporary issues in talent

management. Each chapter is written by a leading international

scholar in the area and thus the volume represents the authoritative

reference for anyone working in the area of talent management.

Edited by Anthony Nyberg and Tom Moliterno (anticipated 2019 by 

Edward Elgar Publishing)

This volume will bring together forty-two authors who will explore

eight Strategic Human Capital Resource (SHCR) topical areas. In order

to facilitate a conversation among these authors, Rajshree Agarwal

and Gilad Chen hosted a SHCR mini conference at the University of

Maryland on May 3rd and 4th. The conversations were engaging, and

captured the spirit of our interest group by promoting active learning

through discussions involving both macro and micro perspectives.

Discussion topics included the definition of the human capital

resource (HCR) and how it and the human capital construct differ. This

led to discussions about the relationship between HCR and Multilevel

Approaches, Complementarities, Rent Appropriation, Hiring, Teams,

Mobility, Firm Specificity, Social Capital, Retention and Turnover, and

Compensation.

The Handbook of Research on Strategic 
Human Capital Resources

We see the new developments in KWM research opening up

further opportunities for the development of established and

emerging theories. For example, in the strategy field what are

the implications of KWM for generating dynamic capabilities of

organizations? The mobility of human capital involved in KWM

may also open up new forms of resource orchestration in

organizations that have yet to be explored. The mobility of KW

may open up new avenues for opportunity identification by

entrepreneurs.

From a data and method perspective, new data sources, such as

CVs, LinkedIn records, scientific publications, directories of

corporate and professional associations etc. provide exciting

opportunities to access previously untapped, more fine-grained

data relating to KWM not available from conventional datasets.

Longitudinal qualitative studies would be important to shed light

on other and more nuanced aspects of KWM regarding the

processes involved in and micro-level foundation of knowledge

worker mobility.

Mike Wright, Valentina Tartari, Kenneth G. Huang, Francesco Di

Lorenzo, and Janet Bercovitz, Guest Editors of the Special Issue

See Wright, M., Tartari, J., Huang, K., DiLorenzo, F. and Bercovitz, J. (2018).

Knowledge Worker Mobility in Context: Pushing the Boundaries of Theory and

Methods, Journal of Management Studies, 55, 1-26.
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https://chr.wharton.upenn.edu/annual-people-organizations-
conference/
Date: September 28-29, 2018 
Location: The Wharton School, Philadelphia, PA

The “People and Organizations” is a two-day event that 
brings attention to macro-level research on topics associated 
with work and employment. The conference topics include:

▪ New developments in work and employment 
relationships

▪ The effects of organizational employment practices on 
firm performance and worker outcomes

▪ The structure and determinants of careers in and across 
modern workplaces

▪ New insights on inequality in the workplace

11th Annual People in Organizations 
Conference
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The Strategic Human Capital Interest Group promotes research addressing the role of human capital in firm performance. Scholarship that is

interdisciplinary and/or considers human capital at multiple levels of analysis is especially welcomed. Examples of the types of questions included

in this conceptual space are the following:

• How can firms purposefully create valuable firm-level human capital heterogeneity?
• What are the mechanisms that link human capital to firm-level outcomes?
• How do firms best manage the value appropriation challenges presented by “star” employees?
• To what extent can firms gain competitive advantage through “people?”
• Why and how do competitive interactions within labor markets (e.g., talent poaching) differ from competitive interactions in 

other strategic factor markets?
• How do management practices that enhance the strategic value of human capital diffuse?
• What factors explain differences in human capital productivity within industries?
• How does human capital emerge and interact with other forms of intellectual capital (e.g., social capital, organizational 

capital) to influence firm-level outcomes? 
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